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OUR GUARANTEE
You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
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2786400 ZINKY BOYS: Soviet Voices from the Afghan War. By Svetlana Alexievich. Presents the candid and affecting testimony of the officers and grunts, nurses and prostitutes, mothers, sons, and daughters who describe the Soviet war in Afghanistan, from 1979 to 1989, and its lasting effects on their lives. This volume offers a harsher insight into the realities of war. 197 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $4.95

6567151 U.S. MARINE CLOSE COMBAT FIGHTING HANDBOOK. The U.S. Marines, respected as the most fearless and skilled soldiers in the world, detail the skills and techniques taught in this concise manual. Now you can too! This guide features both lethal and non-lethal techniques you can use to neutralize an attacker. Well illus. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

6751083 UNTIL TUESDAY: A Wounded Warrior and the Golden Retriever Who Saved Him. By Luis Carlos Montalvan with B. Witter. A highly decorated captain in the U.S. Army, Luis Montalvan never backed down from a challenge during his two tours of duty in Iraq. But when he returned home from combat, the brutal impact of war began to take its toll. He was saved when he got teamed up with a golden retriever named Tuesday, as related here. Photos. 252 pages. Hachette. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

2935225 LEWES AND EVESHAM 1264-65: Campaign 285. By Richard Brooks. The battles of Lewes and Evesham in 1264 have received less attention than their predecessors at Second Barons’ War. This study tells the full story of the only pitched battles to be fought by English armies in the mid-13th century. It examines the factors that have to have a lasting impact on the way England was ruled. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 $4.95

2886567 CAMDEN 1780: The Annihilation of Gates’ Grand Army–Campaign 292. By David Smith. Packed with maps and full-color artwork, this comprehensive account provides a vivid portrayal of Britain’s last great military triumph of the American Revolutionary War. Details the command structure of the British forces, their opposing forces through each crucial stage. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00

356052X THE M16A1 RIFLE: Operation and Preventive Maintenance. By Department of the Army. From the standpoint of today’s soldier, this classic Army manual instructs GIs on the proper care of their M16A1 through in-depth information. More than a simple manual and step by step guide, this unconventional yet important military document tried to appeal to soldiers with suggestive title sections such as: How to Strip Your Baby, Sweet 16; and What to Do in a Jam. Fully illus. in color. 30 pages. Skyhorse. 4x7. Pub. at $7.95


3695107 THE LION’S GATE: On the Front Lines of the Six Day War. By Steven Pressfield. Drawing on hundreds of hours of interviews with veterans of the war–light and helicopter pilots, tank commanders and Recon soldiers, paratroopers, as well as women soldiers, wives, and others, Pressfield tells the story of the Six Day War as if you’ve never experienced it before. Photos. 430 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $29.95

6696600 UNNUMBERED, UNGUMMED, UNDETERRED: Twenty Battles Against All Odds. By Andrew Greeley. Through history men and women have fought, endured and sometimes emerged victorious though the odds were against them. Here are 20 examples of bravery on the battlefields, from the American Revolution to recent battles in the Middle East, told through vivid narratives and battle plans. Illus. 208 pages. Thames & Hudson. Paperback. Pub. at $27.95

2173704 PANTHER PROJET, VOLUME 1: DriveTrain and Hull. By Lee Lloyd et al. An examination of the interior of the hull, suspension elements, gear train and drive components, completed parts awaiting installation, and some about to undergo restoration. Also included is a reasonably complete history of this vehicle as we know it to date. Fully illus. in color. 68 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/814
By Paul Feeney. This absorbing study that seeks to answer how a band of Norman adventurers in the early 1000s arrived in southern Italy to fight in the Lombard invasions, would eventually control of Apulia, Campania, Calabria and Sicily. Illus. in color. 251 pages. Pen & Sword. Hardcover. Paperbound at $32.95

2935260 CAESAR’S GREATEST VICTORY: The Battle of Alesia, 52 BC. By T.J. Sadler & R.R. Taylor. This exciting, readable account of the Alesia campaign, illuminating the notable personalities, strategy, tactics, equipment, and the ongoing account of the Battle of Alesia. 210 pages. Casemate. Paperbound at $32.95

2930234 27 ARTICLES. By T.E. Lawrence. Lawrence of Arabia’s classic collection of guided travel articles. This anniversary edition features a new introduction by foreign policy expert John Husman and a new afterward from CBS News President David Rhodes, addressing the articles’ lasting lessons and legacy. 568 pages. S&S. Hardcover at $79.95

3743918 T.E. LAWRENCE AND THE RED SEA PATROL. By John Johnson-Allen. Investigating the Royal Navy’s Red Sea Patrol in detail around the Arab Revolt, this study gives a fresh dimension to the Lawrence of Arabia legend and will appeal strongly to Lawrence devotees and a wider worldwide audience. Illus. 141 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound at $39.95

2914778 MUSASHI’S BOOK OF FIVE RINGS. By Stephen F. Kaufman. Miyamoto Musashi’s (1584-1645) work is well known as a book of strategy. However, Musashi himself was a martial artist—the greatest warrior Japan has ever known—and the Five Rings was his definitive treatise on the martial art of kenjutsu. 106 pages. The Book of Five Rings. Paperbound at $13.95

2962225 EARLY ROMAN WARFARE: From the Regal Period to the First Punic War. By Jeremy Armstrong. Traces the development of military institutions and their earliest discernible origins down to the First Punic War. Reviewing both the literary sources and the latest archaeological evidence, Armstrong provides a fresh and illuminating assessment of equipment, tactics and strategy. Illus., some color. 176 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound at $34.95

3357745 AMPHIBIOUS WARFARE: Strategy & Tactics from Gallipoli to Kuwait. By C.J. Chadwick. This comprehensive sampling of wars from Gallipoli to the Gulf War to reveal, stage by stage, the careful planning, landing, fighting, and withdrawal of amphibious forces in one of warfare’s most difficult situations. Photos & maps. 176 pages. Amber. Hardcover at $5.95

2857944 SPARTA’S KINGS. By John Carr. Sixty-two men held the title of king over the Spartans. This is the story of each, illustrated with the equipment, tactics and strategy. Illus., some color. 176 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound at $34.95

3747666 THE POPE’S ARMY: The Papacy in Diplomacy and War. By John Carr. For much of its 2,000 year history, the Roman papacy was a dominating figure in international politics. This is a chronological account of each of his accomplishments and (de)capitations. Photos. 182 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound at $29.95

2937307 ZWEYBRUCKEN IN COMMAND: The Reichsarmee in the Campaign of 1756. By Neil Cosgriff. The 3rd Armee, under the command of the Count of Zweybrucken, was the 6th Armee sent to Russia in 1756. Translated from the original French and annotated by Cosgriff, an historian. Although the identity of the author of the original journal is unknown, he appears from his knowledge of Napoleonic events to have been attached to headquarters. The author includes over 50 tables and plates, maps, order of battle and color illustrations. 125 pages. Helion & Company. Paperback. Paperbound at $15.00

2937203 REBUILDING SERGEANT PECK: How I Put Body and Soul Back Together After Afghanistan. By John Peck et al. Marine Sgt. John Peck survived an IED that left him with a traumatic brain injury and amnesia, and cost him his marriage. But Peck survived another IED explosion that left him blind in one eye and a half limbs missing. What followed was a miraculous recovery and this is his honest, comedic, visceral, and inspirational story, 16 pages of color photos. 198 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound at $24.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/814
American Military History

3762845 RED PLATOON: A True Story of American Valor, by Clinton Romesha. A riveting account of the Battle of Kamdesh, told by a member of the Red Platoon, who spearheaded both the defense of the outpost and the counterattack that drove the Taliban back beyond the remote outpost. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

2993600 THE CHOSEN FEW. By Gregg Zoroya. A single company of U.S. paratroopers calling themselves the “Chosen Few” arrived in eastern Afghanistan in 2007 hoping to win the hearts and minds of the remote, mountainous region; instead they spent the next months in a struggle with the Taliban that culminated in the Battle of Wanat—the war’s deadliest conflict. 370 pages. Da Capo. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

DIVISIONS OF أمريكا’s Infantry: A History of America’s Mounted Troops. Widescreen. From the horse-mounted regiments that birthed our nation to the armored machines plying the front lines, learn about the traditions and legacy of cavalry and the decisive engagements of the Native America’s First Wars, Indians, Custer and the West; The Rough Riders and a New World War II; And The Modern Cavalry. 691 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95

6596436 THOMAS JEFFERSON AND THE TRIPOLITAN PIRATES: The Forgotten War That Changed American History. By B. Kilmeade & D. Yager. Tells the little known story of how a newly independent America was challenged by four Muslim powers, and what happened when Thomas Jefferson decided to step up to intimidation. The authors have transformed this nearly forgotten slice of history into a dramatic, page-turning narrative. Illus. 238 pages. Sentinel. Pub. at $27.95

2989553 THE BRINK: President Reagan and the Nuclear War Scare of 1983. By Marc Ambinder. The incredible story of how the year that changed America was marked by a nuclear war scare and the Near Death War Crisis. The authors provide a revealing look inside the White House and Congress to capture the political dynamics and tensions of the era, at how the joint forces of public opinion, the media, and the Washington political establishment conspired to launch America to the brink of a nuclear war. 651 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95

2985588 THE PURGE OF THE THIRTIETH DIVISION. By Henry Dozier Russell. Detailing the mobilization process during the critical period of World War II, this work offers a new perspective on a force in transition and should officers and policymakers for years to come as the Army looks to strike a balance between its professional and citizen-soldier ranks. Photos. 208 pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99

2786346 WEST POINT ’41: The Class That Went to War and Shaped America. By P J Wilcox & A. Kazel-Wilcox. An uplifting story of ordinary young men in extraordinary times, in extraordinary places, who graduated directly into the teeth of battle in WWII and displayed unwavering leadership, honor, duty, and determination. These men went on to shape American policy in Korea, Vietnam, and the Middle East. 342 pages. ForeEdge. Pub. at $29.95

6610188 BLOOD AND SAND: Suez, Hungary, and Eisenhower’s Campaign for Peace. By Alex von Tunzelmann. Tells hour-by-hour the story of the Suez Crisis and the Hungarian rebellion in 1956—the first major international conflict of the Cold War, and a real test of the USA’s commitment to fighting elite. It is the story of an epic making battle, a battle that seeded the Corps into the American imagination. Photos. 252 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

3001458 US ARMY GREEN BERET IN AFGHANISTAN 2001-02: Warrior 179. ByRegions. From the French and Indian wars to the Vietnam War, and from the British Empire to the rise of American hegemony under President Dwight D. Eisenhower—which we know today. Photos. 343 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.50

2991726 AMERICAN GUERRILLAS: From the French and Indian Wars to Iraq and Afghanistan—How Americans Fought. By Tim O’Rourke D. Mays. Carefully defines the roles of both regular and unconventional forces in American military history, starting by tracing the success of the French and Indian Wars in Europe, and as practiced by Native Americans in the seventeenth century, through the French and Indian War. Illus. 265 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95

6792454 AMERICAN BATTLESCARS, & CAMPAIGNS. Ed. by M. Spilling & C. McNab. Includes a hundred maps and more than 600 entries describing every major American battle from the massacre of the Virginia colony in 1622 to the war in Afghanistan in 2010. Major battles such as Second Bull Run in the Civil War (1862) and feature specially annotated 3D color battle maps, illus., most in color. 240 pages. St. Martin’s. 8 1/4x10 1/4. Pub. at $27.97


3710548 AN ARMY DOCTOR’S AMERICAN REVOLUTION JOURNAL, 1775-1783. By James Thacher. At the age of twenty one, James Thacher joined the newly formed Army. After being promoted to surgeon, he eventually advancing to the role of surgeon for the Massachusetts 16th Regiment. In 1823, he published his observations and time events he had witnessed and vividly conveying the tumultuous spirit of the era. 318 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

2989247 SHIELD OF DREAMS: Missile Defense in U.S.-Russian Nuclear Strategy. By Stephen J. Cimbala. This study offers a unique combination of quantitative and qualitative policy analysis that is quite revealing and quite readable. These events have control in the present, and looking ahead to the period 2015-2020. 193 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00

6774960 AMERICA’S WAR FOR THE GREATER MIDDLE EAST: A Military History. By Andrew J. Bacevich. Connecting the dots of a bloody civil war, the author brings to life the immensity of the British interventions in the past fifty years has made us, or the world, and the rise of American hegemony under President Eisenhower—which shaped the Middle East Revolution of 1956–a tale of conspiracy and revolutions, spies, and unwavering leadership, honor, duty, and determination. These men went on to shape American policy in Korea, Vietnam, and the Middle East. 342 pages. ForeEdge. Pub. at $29.95

2988550 MIRACLE AT BELLEAU WOOD: The Birth of the Modern U.S. Marine Corps. By Alan Axelrod. Tells the riveting account of how two hundred U.S. Marines in France in 1918 were charged with stopping a German army’s advance in the Great War’s first major battle. The author brings to life the tremendous effort and the story of a battle that shaped the Corps into the American imagination. Photos. 252 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95

3772489 THE GREAT NAVY BIRDS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. By Sara G. Lyman. Over the past thirty years, small team of explorers have surveyed the southern basins of Lake Michigan in search of WWII U.S. Navy aircraft. Today, these wonderful machines are viewed by and touch the lives of millions of people each year. This volume tells the story of how the exploration team succeeded through this odyssey. Illus., some color. 160 pages. America Through Time. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00

657615X AMERICA’S WAR MACHINE: Vested Interests, Endless Conflicts. By James & Molly S. McCartney. Synthesizing a wide array of information, the authors persuasively argue that none of America’s foreign entanglements in the past century, or the world, can be explained by and touch the lives of millions of people each year. This volume tells the story of how the exploration team succeeded through this odyssey. Illus., some color. 160 pages. America Through Time. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00

6651038 REMEMBER THE LIBERTY! Almost Sunk by Torpedo on the High Seas. By Phillip F. Nelson et al. Exposing one of the most explosive and hidden secrets in U.S. history, the authors explore how a sitting U.S. president collaborated with local Italian/Greek authorities to support a plot against a war between themselves and their Arab neighbors. Ultimately, they identify the real cause of the disastrous and American victory. 269 pages. Bison. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION: A Continental History, By James L. Buchman. This pioneering study of the American Revolution that shatters the enduring mythology of a swift, clear-cut victory over Britain. Illus. 452 pages. Smithsonian. Pub. at $29.95


THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION: A World War, Ed. by D.K. Porter and John C. Price. This indispensable companion volume to the Smithsonian National Museum of American History exhibition of the same name, explores the international dimensions of the Revolution and its legacies both in the United States and around the world. This incisive text underscores the fact that America’s fight for independence was one of the world’s first multinational struggles for freedom. 352 pages. Smithsonian. Pub. at $29.95


In the American Civil War era, the Union hailed as a hero. 221 pages. Yale. Pub. at $35.00

378372X CIVIL WAR MYTHS & LEGENDS, SECOND EDITION. By Michael R. Bradley. The Civil War is remembered as a turbulent time when America was nearly torn apart over the issue of slavery, but few people know about Stonewall Jackson’s obsession with lemons or why some doctors smoked meerschaum during long stints of surgery. This work goes beyond the scenes to tell these stories and more. 201 pages. Globe Pequot. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

3786137 RISING IN FLAMES: Sherman’s March and the Fight for a New Nation. By J.D. Dickey. The Civil War brought America to the brink of self-destruction, and no event in the war was more remarkable than William T. Sherman’s march through Georgia. This is the dramatic story of the Union’s invasion of the Confederacy, and how this colossal struggle helped create a new nation from the embers of the Old South. 24 pages of illus. 413 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3786236 A RIVER OF DEATH, VOLUME ONE: The Chickamauga Campaign. By William Glenn Robertson. Delving deep into the chaotic machinations, maneuvers, and smaller clashes that led to the bloody events of Sherman’s campaign, Robertson reveals in this richly detailed and comprehensive study that the road to Chickamauga was as consequential as the unfolding of the battle itself. Maps. 680 pages. UNCP. Pub. at $45.00 $29.95

3775151 JOHNSONVILLE: Union Supply Operations on the Tennessee River and the Battle of Johnsonville, November 4-5, 1864. By Jerry T. Wotring. The story of Johnsonville and its contribution to Union victory in the Western Theater. A wealth of new material sheds light on the creation and strategic role of the Johnsonville supply depot, the use of railroads and logistics, and the decision-making process the role this was played in making possible the Union victories. Maps & photos. 206 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

2991937 TARGETED TRACKS: The Cumberland Valley Railroad in the Civil War, 1861-1865. By S.L. Mingus. Sr. & C.H. Wingert. The Cumberland Valley Railroad played a significant role in the Civil War’s overall strategy by connecting Hagerstown, Maryland, to Harrisburg, Pennsylvania. Its location enhanced its importance during some of the Civil War’s most critical campaigns. The primary sources, combined with the expertise of the authors, will provide an engaging and captivating narrative. Illus. 256 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

2854112 THE CIVIL WAR, VOLUME 1: The 3D Experience. By Ingo Bauernfeind. Experience the American Civil War in the virtual reality world of SteamVR, whose immersive VR experience will transport the user to a new dimension of history. By viewing these 150 spectacular historical photographs with the included 3D glasses, the reader will get the impression of being where the battles took place. 104 pages. Bauernfeind. 8¼ x11. PRICE CUT TO $29.95

373901X THE PETERSBURG REGIMENT IN THE CIVIL WAR. By John Horn. Hoping to unwind the complex and fascinating story of the divided loyalty, the Civil War witnessed the waging of a war with two fronts, the political and the military. This compelling true story of the fallen leaders of the North and South as they make their final journeys through the bloody landscape of our country’s most destructive war. This compelling true story of the fallen leaders of the North and South as they make their final journeys through the bloody landscape of our country’s most destructive war. This compelling true story of the fallen leaders of the North and South as they make their final journeys through the bloody landscape of our country’s most destructive war. This compelling true story of the fallen leaders of the North and South as they make their final journeys through the bloody landscape of our country’s most destructive war. - 12 - See more titles at erhbc.com/814
Civil War


- 2844219 WOMEN'S WAR: Fighting and Surviving the American Civil War. By Stephanie McGrady. Dismisses the long-standing fiction that women are outside of war and shows that they were indispensable actors in the Civil War, as they have been—and continue to be—in all wars. ISBN 978-0-8147-3227-9. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95.


- 6685542 MAINE ROADS TO GET TYSBURG. By Tom Hutchinson. 16 photos. 388 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95.


- 2801078 THE LAST WEEKS OF ABRAM LINCOLN: A Day-by-Day Account of His Life and Death. By Michael P. Rucker. During the Civil War, American Civil War was a major conflict fought between the Northern Union and the Southern Confederacy from 1861 to 1865. It was one of the most intractable foreign policy of our time. 16 pages of photos. 260 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00. PRICE CUT to $5.95.

-Korean War

- 2898581 KING OF SPIES: The Secret World of Allen Dulles. By David Johnston. Allen Dulles was the mastermind behind the story of the most powerful American spy you’ve never heard of, whose role at the center of the Korean War—which gave rise to the CIA—is still misunderstood. His understanding of the most intractable foreign policy of our time. 16 pages of photos. 260 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00. PRICE CUT to $5.95.

- 6447391 KOREA: The Forgotten War. The thrilling collection of photos tells the complete story of the Cold War’s first bloody and brutal conflict pitting East against West. With these four packed DVDs, you’ll watch as North Korea invades South Korea; examine the brilliant strategy of the Inchon Invasion; experience the bloody fight for Pong Chop Hill, and more. In color & B&W, 31 minutes on four DVDs. Timeless Media. DVD 447391K.

- 2891106 ON DESPERATE GROUND: The Marines at the Reservoir, the Korean War. By J.D. Dickey. A chronicle of the extraordinary feats of heroism by Marines called on to do the impossible during the greatest battle of the Korean War. While expertly detailing the follies of the American leaders, this study is a powerful portrayal of what ordinary men are capable of in the most extreme circumstances. 16 pages of photos. 394 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $30.00.


- 3727994 EYEWITNESS KOREA: The Experience of British & American Soldiers in the Korean War 1950-1953. By Jackie Pollock. Using personal documents, letters, diaries, regimental histories, memoirs, oral histories and correspondence, Gusty shows what the war was like for those who lived it. Pollock’s impressive research shows the contrast the American and British experience as seen through the eyes of individual servicemen, throwing fresh light on the relations between the UN forces. 16 pages of photos. 295 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $28.95.
EISENHOWER'S ARMIES: The American-British Alliance During World War II. By Adam Tooze. Takes an entirely new perspective on WWI by widening the conflict so violent and tumultuous it threatened the entire European continent. It examines the crucial behind the scenes moments that changed the course of history. Photos. 317 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperback. $16.99 $6.95

THE TUNNEL. By Eric Williams. This fast-flowing and thrilling narrative follows the experiences of Peter Howard. It reveals source material from private and archival collections. Fully illustrated. 561 pages. St. Martin’s. $29.99 $5.95

IT'S A WARTIME CHRISTMAS. By Mike Sturk. As the war stretches into its second year, surviving Christmas truces are often heard and rarely seen. Families torn apart by war find comfort in the season of giving. Photos. 272 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. $24.95 $6.95

HOW CHURCHILL SAVED THE HISTORY OF THE THE LONGEST YEAR: America at War and at Home in 1944. By Victor Brooks. While D-Day, launched on June 6, 1944, is widely referred to as the longest day of World War II, Brooks argues in this fascinating edition that 1944 was, in effect, “the longest year” for Americans of that era, both in terms of casualties and in deciding the outcome of the war itself. Photos. 292 pages. Casemate. Paperback. $14.95 $11.95

SOLD OUT SELL OUT

SOLD OUT

PEARL HARBOR CHRISTMAS: A World at War, December 1941. By Stanley Weintraub. Follows Roosevelt, Churchill, the Allies and the Axis throughout inspiring story of what it was like to live through a holiday season few could ever forget. Photos. 216 pages. Da Capo. $24.00 $4.95

THE ALLIES: Roosevelt, Churchill, Stalin, and the Unlikely Alliance That Won World War II. By Winston Groom. A best-selling author and historian tells one of the most monumental stories of the twentieth century. The tale of the two wartime leaders, Zedler and Stalin, joined in the mission to end World War II and restore order. In vivid detail, Groom recounts legendary events, and weaves together the remarkable story of three men who fought the war. Photos. 464 pages. National Geographic. Hardcover. $30.00 $8.95

THE LONGEST YEAR: America at War and at Home in 1944. By Victor Brooks. While D-Day, launched on June 6, 1944, is widely referred to as the longest day of World War II, Brooks argues in this fascinating edition that 1944 was, in effect, “the longest year” for Americans of that era, both in terms of casualties and in deciding the outcome of the war itself. Photos. 292 pages. Casemate. Paperback. $14.95 $11.95

THE TUNNEL. By Eric Williams. This fast-flowing and thrilling narrative follows the experiences of Peter Howard. It reveals source material from private and archival collections. Fully illustrated. 561 pages. St. Martin’s. $29.99 $5.95

WHAT IS CHRISTMAS? By Joani Sustainable. In Vivid detail, Groome recounts legendary events, and weaves together the remarkable story of three men who fought the war. Photos. 464 pages. National Geographic. Hardcover. $30.00 $8.95

TO THE BATTLEFIELD. By Ian Dagnall. The largest battle fought in the 1944-1945 campaign for North-West Europe, the story of Operation GOODWOOD tells the story of the men and historians alike. This important study goes back to original sources, stripping away much of the myth that has grown up around this famous operation in order to show what was left. The result is an exact copy of the 1940 edition. Illus. 26 pages. Periscope Film. $5.95 $4.95

THE WARS AWAY FROM THE BATTLEFIELD. By Richard Overy. Examines the innovative ways some people in Eastern Europe coped with the unavailability of gas through the war years. One of the most successful innovations was the so-called “gas producer” vehicles that utilized the byproducts of solid fuel combustion. An overview of these vehicles is provided here. 112 pages. Schiffer. 11x18"x". Paperback. $29.99 $14.95

WARMEN: WINTER SOLDIERS IN WORLD WAR II. By Michael Richard. With over 250 photographs and interviews, this book reveals valuable material and history that has never before been published. 152 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. $19.95 $7.95

SOLD OUT

THE LONGEST YEAR: America at War and at Home in 1944. By Victor Brooks. While D-Day, launched on June 6, 1944, is widely referred to as the longest day of World War II, Brooks argues in this fascinating edition that 1944 was, in effect, “the longest year” for Americans of that era, both in terms of casualties and in deciding the outcome of the war itself. Photos. 292 pages. Casemate. Paperback. $14.95 $11.95

THE ALLIES: Roosevelt, Churchill, Stalin, and the Unlikely Alliance That Won World War II. By Winston Groom. A best-selling author and historian tells one of the most monumental stories of the twentieth century. The tale of the two wartime leaders, Zedler and Stalin, joined in the mission to end World War II and restore order. In vivid detail, Groom recounts legendary events, and weaves together the remarkable story of three men who fought the war. Photos. 464 pages. National Geographic. Hardcover. $30.00 $8.95

THE ALLIES: Roosevelt, Churchill, Stalin, and the Unlikely Alliance That Won World War II. By Winston Groom. A best-selling author and historian tells one of the most monumental stories of the twentieth century. The tale of the two wartime leaders, Zedler and Stalin, joined in the mission to end World War II and restore order. In vivid detail, Groom recounts legendary events, and weaves together the remarkable story of three men who fought the war. Photos. 464 pages. National Geographic. Hardcover. $30.00 $8.95

THE ALLIES: Roosevelt, Churchill, Stalin, and the Unlikely Alliance That Won World War II. By Winston Groom. A best-selling author and historian tells one of the most monumental stories of the twentieth century. The tale of the two wartime leaders, Zedler and Stalin, joined in the mission to end World War II and restore order. In vivid detail, Groom recounts legendary events, and weaves together the remarkable story of three men who fought the war. Photos. 464 pages. National Geographic. Hardcover. $30.00 $8.95

THE TUNNEL. By Eric Williams. This fast-flowing and thrilling narrative follows the experiences of Peter Howard. It reveals source material from private and archival collections. Fully illustrated. 304 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. $9.95 $3.95

THE WARS AWAY FROM THE BATTLEFIELD. By Michael Richard. With over 250 photographs and interviews, this book reveals valuable material and history that has never before been published. 152 pages. Da Capo. Paperback. $19.95 $7.95

THE LONGEST YEAR: America at War and at Home in 1944. By Victor Brooks. While D-Day, launched on June 6, 1944, is widely referred to as the longest day of World War II, Brooks argues in this fascinating edition that 1944 was, in effect, “the longest year” for Americans of that era, both in terms of casualties and in deciding the outcome of the war itself. Photos. 292 pages. Casemate. Paperback. $14.95 $11.95
**$37538X A CHRONOLOGY OF WORLD WAR II: A Day-by-Day History of the Biggest Conflict of the 20th Century.** By David Jordan. From the Battle of Britain to the D-Day landings, from the siege of Leningrad to the fall of Berlin, and from El Alamein to Pearl Harbor to Nagasaki. This detailed historical timeline tells the moment to moment story of the largest war ever fought. Well illus. 160 pages. Owl. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $7.95

**$37487X ILL MET BY MOONLIGHT.** By W. Stanley Moss. The true story of one of the most hazardous missions of the Second World War. W. Stanley Moss is a young British officer who, along with Major Patrick Leigh Fermor, sets out in Nazi-occupied Crete to kidnap General Kreipe, Commander of the Sevastopol Division, and bring him off the island—a vital prisoner for British intelligence. 16 pages of photos. 132 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

**$37106X CHURCHILL INFANTRY TANK: New Vanguard 272.** By David Fletcher. The Churchill differed significantly from any other British tank of World War II. It was built under the watchful eye of the Prime Minister by a firm with no previous experience of tank production. Beginning with the prototype A20 the author looks at all seven Marks of the last infantry tank. Well illus. some in color. 48 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $19.00 $13.95

**$283305X RACING THE SUNRISE: Reinforcing America’s Pacific Outposts, 1941-1942.** By Glen Willford. For the first time, Willford tells the complete story of how America’s navy and air force reinforced its Pacific garrisons in the Philippines and Hawaii during the six months before the war and to supply Bataan and reinforce its Pacific garrisons in the Philippines and Hawaii. 192 pages. Potomac Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**$659518X SHOT FROM THE SKY: American POWs in Switzerland.** By Cathryn J. Prince. Spotlights one of the great, dark secrets of WWII—neutral Switzerland shot and forced down U.S. aircraft entering Swiss airspace and imprisoned the survivors in internment camps. More than a thousand American flyers between 1943 and the war’s end in 1945. Prince brings to light details of this episode through first-hand accounts and unpublished sources. 16 pages of photos. 248 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 $18.95

**$379297X LAST HOPE: Islamic Armies, Occupied Europe, and the Brotherhood That Helped Turn the Tide of War.** By Lynne Olson. Recounts some of the Europeans’ unsung exploits that helped tilt the balance against the Axis as the war dragged on across Europe: the crucial efforts of Polish pilots during the Battle of Britain; the vital role played by French and Polish code breakers in cracking the Germans’ Enigma code; and much more. 555 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $5.95

**$291387X SNIPING RIFLES ON THE EASTERN FRONT 1939-45: Weapon 67.** By Marit Pegler. Fully illustrated, this absorbing study investigates the development of sniping weapons and techniques on World War II’s Eastern Front. Includes a new epilogue by the author. 232 pages. Potomac Books. Paperbound. $16.95

**$679075X WORLD WAR II ABANDONED PLACES.** By Michael Kerrigan. Featuring impregnable bunkers, crashed aircraft, shipwrecked submarines and secret underground factories, this collection of stunning full-page photographs illuminates more than 120 locations from Greenland to the South Pole. The author also includes a detailed map and offers a unique window into the history of mankind’s greatest conflict. 224 pages. Amber. 9¼ x 12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95


**$284738X 1941—FIGHTING THE SHADOW WAR: A Divided America in a World at War.** By Marc Wortman. A thrilling exploration of the little-known story behind America’s civilian war effort. From the attack on Pearl Harbor, FDR conceived ingenious ways to come to Churchill’s aid without breaking the Neutrality Acts. Drawing on original research and political oral history, Wortman tells the story of how FDR took America to war. Illus. 409 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $4.95

**$68123X GERMANY ARTILLERY OF WORLD WAR TWO.** By Ian V. Hogg. Contains details of the general organization of the German artillery arm, together with the weapons and their ammunition. Includes comprehensive data tables and appendices including a glossary of technical terms. The complete story of German artillery during WWII. Well illus. 304 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

**$285202X GERMANY SECRET WEAPONS OF WORLD WAR II.** By Ian V. Hogg. The author reveals the seeds of Hitler’s deadly secret weapon projects, from V-3 and V-4 missiles, to the Schmetterling, to the German nuclear bomb, and more. Also looks at unfinished projects at the end of the war. Illustrated. 16 pages of photos. 223 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $3.95

**$293700X SURVIVORS: Battlefield Relics of WWII.** By John Keene Forty. Tells the stories of these massive military weapons left scattered across the European countryside after the Second World War. Some of these tanks were acquired by museums and are as battlefield memorials. This volume gives readers the history of these tanks, the battles that they encountered, and their present locations. Well illus., most in color. 224 pages. Chartwell. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**$461647X TIGER TANK.** By Marcus Cowper. The most famous tank of World War II, the German Tiger I dominated the battlefields of Europe. Drawing on a wealth of research, detailed artwork and previously unpublished photos, this compact volume is a complete guide to these iconic machines; its strengths, weaknesses, and success on the battlefield. 140 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $12.00 $6.95

**$37326X THE 21 ESCAPES OF LT. ALASTAIR CRAM.** By David M. Guss. A Scottish lieutenant in the Royal Artillery, Cram was taken prisoner in North Africa in November 1941. He tried to escape almost immediately—the first of twenty-two daring attempts. On the 25th day of April, 1945, he was successful, escaping from a POW column in Germany. It’s a story of indomitable courage in the face of terrible odds. 16 pages of photos. 432 pages. Pan Macmillan Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**$37352X THE JEWISH SHAKESPEARE: The Invisible Jewish Theatre.** By Joanne Rappaport Lifton. Shakespeareaean comedies and tragedies combine with the author’s own unexaered sources, including press, memoirs, private journals, army plans and others, he presents one of the most shameless episodes in modern European history. 287 pages. Other Press. Pub. at $27.99 $21.96

See more titles at erhbc.com/814
**World War I & World War II**


- **2883897** THE PHONEY VICTORY: The World War II Illusion. By Peter Hitchens. With ingenuity, Hitchens uncovers the many faces which have become associated with the narrative of the “Good War.” Hitchens questions the most common assumptions surrounding World War II, arguing that the misleading myth of the “Good War” is too often used to persuade public opinion toward unwise wars. The book covers 264 pages. I. B. Tauris. Pub. at $29.50

- **3690037** 15 CM S.F.H 18 GERMAN HEAVY HOWITZER: Camera On 12. By Alan Ranger. Officially introduced to service on May 23, 1937, it’s production continued throughout the war, reaching 2,248 guns by 1944. This profusely illustrated reference includes over 120 previously unseen photos, many from private sources. 80 pages. MMP 8\%x11\%. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00

- **3689265** KFZ. 8 & SD.KFZ. 9 SCHWERER ZUGKRAFTWAGEN (12T & 18T): Camera On 11. By Alan Ranger. Used in every campaign fought by the Germans in World War II, the Sd.Kfz. 9 Schwerer Zugkraftwagen was the German’s leading half-track vehicle of any type built during the war years. Fully illustrated. 80 pages. MMP 8\%x11\%. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00

- **3690382** US MARINE VERSUS GERMAN SOLDIER-BELLEAU WOOD to EPPINGA. By P. A. Eppinga. Examines the tangled details and implications of this mass wartime execution. Photos. 128 pages.

- **2880970** SS-KAMPFGRUPPE PEIPER 1943-1945. By Massimiliano Alerio. Gives a perspective on the military and psychological effect on both sides of the equally valiant and decorated officers of the Waffen SS, told through the main battles and campaigns, which involved the units, especially the armored units, responsible for this campaign. 112 pages. Kagero. 8\%x12\%. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

- **3719073** LIVES RECLAIMED: A Story of Rescue and Resistance in Nazi Germany. By Mark Roseman. This story of a remarkable group that risked everything reveals the painful choices and small acts of resistance but also the small, seemingly insignificant acts of kindness and assistance that sustain the bonds of humanity. 100 pages.  $31.50

- **3690253** CREATING HITLER’S GERMANY: The Birth of Extremism. By Tim Heath. Weaves the story of three German families from the beginning of Germany’s territorial aspirations of the First World War to the shattered dream of a thousand-year Reich in the Second World War. Heath’s rich narrative explores a multitude of rare and previously unseen photos. 258 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

- **3772284** DEATH AT PAPAGO PARK POW CAMP: A Tragic Murder and America’s Last Mass Execution. By Jane Eppinga. The author draws on new evidence, set in the context of the First World War as a whole, this volume provides a unique case study of how wartime propaganda repackaged the truth behind the corp factory myth, the most notorious propaganda myth of WWI, 366 pages. Helion & Company. Paperback. Pub. at $39.95

- **3727088** A CASTLE IN WARTIME: One Family, Their Missing Sons, and the Fight to Defeat the Nazis. By Catherine Bailey. Tells the unforgettable story of the extraordinary bravery and fortitude of one family who collectively and individually sacrificed and served in the British Expeditionary Force as part of the first of only four families to return to a diabolical Nazi plan to turn Allied prisoners of war into concentration camp slaves. It is a daring tale of sacrifice, heroism, and escape set during one of the most appalling chapters of world history. Photos. 299 pages. Icon. Paperback.

- **3727086** ZERO NIGHT: The Untold Story of World War Two’s Most Daring Great Escape. By Mark Felton. Telling this remarkable story in full for the first time, Felton brings to life the survival and escape story of this unique event and the adventures of the fugitives in enemy territory, as well as the courage of the civilians who risked their lives to help them. Photos. 299 pages. Icon. Paperback.

- **3755519** PANZERKAMPFWAGEN TIGER AUSF.B: Construction and Development. By Alex Volgin. This volume studies the background and development of German heavy tank Tiger Ausf. B, its production history and constructional features as well as evaluation of the captured vehicles. By Colin Philpott. Presents a fascinating collection of locations, many of which still exist today, that were requisitioned across the globe for war effort. They include underground factories, storage sites and headquarters; spy and communication centers; interrogation and POW camps; factory buildings and airfields, and even royal relatives in the event of invasion. Well illus. 247 pages. Sword. Pub. at $42.95

- **3860403** THE MP 40 SCHMIEDER: German War II Weap. By Mike Ingram. This authoritative and well-researched reference features 70 photographs, fully annotated cutaway artworks, detailed specifications and illustrations of this key weapon considered by many to be one of the most important weapons of WWII—telling the story of one of the finest submachine guns of the war. 96 pages. Amber. 8\%x11\%. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/814
***2813581*** THE THIRD REICH IS LISTENING: Inside German Codebreaking 1939-45. By Paul Roland. The Nazis were not only one of the most successful and the most technically advanced intelligence services, but also one of the most successful propaganda machines. While the failure of the German intelligence services poses some interesting questions, the success and the failures of the German codebreaking and signals intelligence agencies from 1935 to 1945. Jennings invests this popular and highly competent man, the Third Reich succeeded in its battle to break enemy codes, and yet sometimes failed to use the resultant intelligence effectively. 16 pages of photos. 352 pages. Osprey Pub. at $32.95

***6822268*** THE VOLKSWAGEN KUBELWAGEN TYPE 82 IN WORLD WAR II. By Janusz Pekalewicz. The famed WWII vehicle, the German equivalent of the American Jeep, is presented here in a superb collection of vintage photographs, with detailed text and technical manuals. Includes the many variants that saw action, with extensive coverage of its use in North Africa. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8/4/11%. Pub. at $45.00

***5740773*** III GERMANIC SS PANZER-KORPS, VOLUME 1: The History of Himmler's Favourite SS-Panzer-Korps, 1943-1945. By Lennart Westberg et al. Covers the period from the creation of the SS-Panzer-Korps up to the summer of 1943 until the German evacuation of Estonia in September 1944, and features a large number of photographs not previously published, along with personal battle descriptions by over 300 veterans. 277 pages. Heelion & Company. 9x12%. Pub. at $79.95

***2810639*** A NAZI INTERIOR: Quisling's Hidden Philosophy. By Else Margarete Barth. Vidkun Quisling, who after WWII was executed as a traitor to his country (Norway), offers an unusual opportunity to reach the depths of the Nazi mindset, for he was also a closet philosopher. This work is a penetrating study of Quisling's thought and many of the conclusions will come as a surprise. 336 pages. Peter Lang. Paperback.

**DVD 2834219** DEFYING THE NAZIS: The Sharps' War. By Bill O'Reilly & M. Dugard. Reveals the stranger than fiction tale of the Sharps, an American minister and his wife from Wellesley, Massachusetts, who led their children behind in the care of their grandparents and settled in the United States, only to learn that some of their one-time captors had families. Photos, some color. 300 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $25.95

***2808322*** HITLER'S WARTIME CONVERSATIONS. Ed. by Bob Caruthers. Almost lost to history entirely, these are the private and uncensored musings of one of the most powerful men on the face of the planet. This volume chronicles Hitler's discussions and remarks made in conversation at secret headquarters, as recorded by trusted advisors and staff, Martin Bormann, and, as well as a close friend and confidant of the Führer, of Fiskur's end of his life. 24 pages of photos. 384 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $30.00

***699060X*** OTTO SKORZENY: The Devil's Disciple. By Stuart Smith. Hitler's favorite commando acquired a reputation as a man of valor, but was also a notorious egoist, who could be brave and resourceful, but was also a man of deviousness. T his determined group included a brilliant German general, who left his children behind in the care of their grandparents and settled in the United States, only to learn that some of their one-time captors had families. Photos, some color. 300 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $25.95

***2882306*** HITLER'S SPECIAL FORCES. By David King. On November 8, 1939, Adolf Hitler stormed a Munich beer hall, bring his pistol and proclaiming a revolution. While his generals did sometimes object to his tactics and operational direction, Fritz shows that they were often in agreement with their leader’s larger strategic and political aims. 16 pages of photos. Yale. Pub. at $30.00

***2930455*** THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF THE NAZIS. By Paul Roland. The extraordinary true story of a little man, a twisted psyche who rose from obscurity to command the most formidable military machine. Drawing on a wide range of sources, Rolland's biography provides a new perspective on the man, his diplomacy and deceit which Hitler spurned to ensure the war he had always wanted. Well illus. 208 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99

***3797788*** THE SECRET LIVES OF THE NAZIS. By Paul Roland. While demanding that the German people made sacrifices for a war that few in Hitler’s inner circle believed they could possibly win, the Nazis also worked to undermine the Nazis. These daring special forces served in every German theatre of action, this is a detailed examination of the German armed forces in Normandy in 1944. 128 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

---

**7371852** FALLSCHIRMJÄGER: German Paratroopers 1942-1945. By Francois Cochet. Rare historical photographs and compelling accounts combine to provide a detailed examination of these elite troops, who were regularly engaged in front line combat during the Second World War. 240 pages. Paperbound.

---

**8922407** THE FIRST SOLDIER: Hitler as I Knew Him. By Otto Skorzeny. Dispelling the notion that Hitler’s strategy was inadequate and ill informed, the author shows how it could be considered rational, coherent, and competent. While Hitler’s generals did sometimes object to his tactics and operational direction, Fritz shows that they were often in agreement with their leader’s larger strategic and political aims. 16 pages of photos. Yale. Pub. at $30.00

---

**8925799** GERMAN NAVAL GUNS, 1939-1945. By Mikolaj Skwiot. A comprehensive encyclopedia that covers every German artillery piece mounted aboard during the Second World War, from the huge 15-inch (38cm) guns carried only by the Third Reich succeeded in its battle to break enemy codes, and yet sometimes failed to use the resultant intelligence effectively. 16 pages of photos. Yale. Pub. at $30.00

---

**3690261** NAZI ARMOR IN MOROCCO: 1942-1943. By Yves Buffetaut. With over 100 photos, diagrams showing the composition of German armored divisions, and color profiles of the vehicles for each division, this is a detailed examination of the German armed forces in Morocco in 1944. 128 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95
Adolf Eichmann made an astonishing offer: to ransom a million truths about the Holocaust that only a survivor can tell. Photos.

The story of Benjamin Jacobs, a Jewish dental student, is a gripping account of the horrors of the Holocaust. He

Reinhard Heydrich's notorious death marches against the Allies.

Efforts to piece together—and bring the ghosts of the past deeply moving truths of a young Jewish girl who took her lead from a house for vulnerable Devereuxs are kept alive by the author's own experiences during the war. Only the author's own experiences during the war. Only the author's own experiences during the war.

In the 1940s, Germany invaded Hungary, and a group of Hungarian Zionists known as the Va'a, began negotiating with the SS to save lives. Adolf Eichmann made an astonishing offer: to ransom a million Jewish lives for the negotiations with the Allied powers. Was Eichmann's perplexing offer made in good faith? Hale uncovers a dastardly scheme of murderous deceit.


The Denver Post's World War II correspondent, Eichmann was powerful anticipated in the culture of the prewar years.
**WW I & WW II Battles & Campaigns**

- **2891853** EVERY MAN A HERO: A Memoir of D-Day, the First Wave at Omaha Beach, and a World at War. By R. Lambert & J. Defalque. The unforgettable story of what happened in the incredible and desperate hours on Omaha Beach, but of the bravery and courage that preceded them, throughout the Second World War—from the sands of Africa, through World War II and beyond to the greatest military victory the world has ever known. 16 pages of photos. 283 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99

- **2879891** THE DESERT AIR WAR 1940-1943: Images of War. By the U.S. Marine Corps. This is the story of the air battle between the Royal Air Force and the Luftwaffe over North Africa and the Mediterranean during WWII, between 1940-43. Tucker-Jones offers a vivid photographic history that provides a fascinating introduction to it. 116 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95

- **3723380** THE BATTLE FOR ARNHEM 1944-1945: Images of War. By Anthony Tucker-Jones. This collection of photographs gives a dramatic insight into the side of a remarkable battle, an operation which has fascinated historians and been the subject of controversy ever since. They also portray the men who were involved in the land, air and sea places and battles which the fighting took place. 125 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

- **6793878** RABAUL 1943-44: REDUCING JAPAN'S GREAT ISLAND FORTRESS: Air Campaign 2. By Mark Landis. Explains how the Ralau campaign was conceived and fought, and how land, sea and air power, with a judicious use of naval and land forces, would eliminate the need to occupy a ground objective in order to control it. Well illus. 96 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

- **3718514** THE BATTLE FOR KHARKOV 1941-1943: Images of War. By Anthony Tucker-Jones. The four battles fought for Kharkov during WWII are often overshadowed by other significant events and stages in the struggle between the Wehrmacht and the Red Army for control of the southern Soviet Union. This volume offers a photographic record of the dramatic and bloody conflict that took place, providing a graphic overview of the atrocious conditions the soldiers had to endure. 144 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


- **2962179** THE BATTLE OF THE DNEPR: The Red Army's Operation to Derail the German Drive to the Caucasus, July 1943. By Ian Mitchell. The first volume to his masterful study of II SS Panzer Corps' offensive and the culminating clash at Prokhorovka, offering a meticulous examination of the course of the fighting. 40 pages of maps & photos. 680 pages. Sold out

- **2886995** WAR IN THE PACIFIC: Collector's Edition. Mill Creek. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**


- **6616263** Waffen-Ss Armory in Normandy. By Norbert Sannerbier. Illus., some in color. 283 pages. Helion & Company. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**


- **2939673** DUNKIRK: German Operations in France 1940. By Hans-Axol Jahn. Illus. 234 pages. Casemate. **PRICE CUT to $15.95**

- **2842458** BRITISH EXPEDITIONARY FORCE–ADVANCE TO VICTORY. JULY TO SEPTEMBER 1918. By Andrew Rawson. Maps & illus. 213 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95


- **2881047** SURVIVORS OF STALINGRAD: Eyewitness Accounts from the Sixth Army, 1942-43. By Heinrich Busch. 16 pages of photos. 264 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

---

**WW I & WW II Commanders & Units**

- **2878151** MACARTHUR AT WAR in World War II in the Pacific. By Walter R. Borneanu. MacArthur was the most intriguing military leader of the twentieth century. This is an incisive biography of his career, and offers a new appreciation of his career and his abilities. **SOLD OUT**


- **2856506** THE UNWOMANLY FACE OF WAR: An Oral History of Women in World War II. By Svetlana Alexievich. Presents an English translation of the Nobel Prize-winner’s first work, chronicling the experiences of Soviet women who fought on the front lines, on the home front. **SOLD OUT**

- **2870894** THE BATTLE OF THE BRIDGES: The 504th Parachute Infantry Regiment in Operation Market Garden. By Frank van Lunteren. Operation Market Garden has been recorded as a romanticized history of WWII, however, within that operation were episodes of heroism that still remain unsung. Van Lunteren reveals how on September 17, 1944, the 504th Parachute Infantry Regiment, 82nd Airborne Division jumped across the Dutch countryside on a desperate, bold way through German forces in a race for the bridges. Well illus. 334 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $39.95

- **2856519** THE BATTLE FOR HELL’S ISLAND: How a Small Band of Carinthia Divisioners Helped Save Guadalcanal. By Stephen L. Moore. Reveals how command of the South Pacific, and the outcome of the Pacific War, depended on control of a single dirt airstrip—and the small group of battle-weary soldiers sent to protect it with their lives. **SOLD OUT**

- **3708863** SPEARHEAD OF THE FIFTH ARMY. By Frank van Lunteren. Using war diaries, personal journals, letters and diaries, this is the inside story of the elite fighting men on the Italian front in the detailed view of the 504th Parachute Infantry Regiment in the Fifth Army’s Italian campaign, from the Winter Line all the way to Anzio. 40 pages of photos. 342 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95

- **3771814** OPERATION FALL WEAVER: Air War in the Italian Campaign, 1939. By Stephen Jankov. The use of paratroopers had been planned for the invasion of Poland in 1939, in an act that began World War II. This account describes how the Germans used the idea in the Polish campaign, using war diaries, maps, contemporary documents and photographs, including those from various private collections. 176 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95
**WW I & WWII Naval History**

- **2897824** BATTLESHIPS OF THE III REICH, VOLUME ONE. By Wilfried Kozelska. 154 pages. MMP Books. 8½x12. Pub. at $92.00. *SOLD OUT*
- **2961164** FRENCH BATTLESHIPS OF WORLD WAR ONE. By J. Jordan & P. Caresse_SHOPWORN. 328 pages. Naval Institute. 9¾x11½. Pub. at $75.00. *SOLD OUT*
- **2840089** BATTLE FOR THE NORTH ATLANTIC. By John R. Bruning. 300 pages. Crestline. 9¼x11½. Pub. at $24.99. *PRICE CUT to $19.95*
- **2922983** THE RAID ON ZEEBRUGGE. By T. Termote & C. DeAngelo. Illus. 46 pages. Pen & Sword. 10½x10½. Pub. at $30.00. *PRICE CUT to $7.95*
- **69925X** ALLIED SUBMARINE ATTACKS OF WORLD WAR TWO. By Jürgen Rohwer. 210 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00. *SOLD OUT*
- **2998211** THE DESTROYER CAMPBELTOWN. By Al Ross. 127 pages. Naval Institute. 10¾x9½. Pub. at $42.95. *PRICE CUT to $19.95*

**WW I & WWII Spies & Espionage**

- **3710270** OSS IN CHINA: Prelude to Cold War. By Maichen Yu. Presents a complex and compelling story of conflicting objectives and personalities, intertwining rivalries, and the crowning achievements of America’s military, intelligence, and political endeavors, the significance of which goes far beyond the immediate war. By integrating its archives, he shatters the comforting notion that OSS was a secret operation whose existence has only been confirmed recently. Hutton reveals the never before told story of OSS in China. 16 pages of photos. 340 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. *$12.95*
- **3781956** HITLER’S SECRET ARMY: A Hidden History of Spies, Saboteurs, and Traitors in World War II. By Tim Tate. In the early 1940s, MI5 officer William Stephenson came to the United States to create the American section of the Secret Intelligence Service. Hellman reveals the never before told story of MI5’s Secret Nazi Hunter. 16 pages of photos. 542 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $28.00. *$21.95*
- **3773505** OPERATION COLUMBIA–THE SECRET PIGEON SERVICE: The Untold Story of World War II Resistance in Europe. By Gordon Coe. During the bloodiest years of WWII, British intelligence was determined to defeat the Axis powers by any means necessary. As part of Operation British Columbia, the Allied forces amassed sixteen thousand highly trained homing pigeons and dropped them in an arc across Nazi-occupied Europe. Coe opens a fascinating new chapter in the annals of WWII history. 16 pages of photos. 334 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. *$12.95*
- **3962159** OPERATION COLUMBIA–THE SECRET PIGEON SERVICE: The Untold Story of World War II Resistance in Europe. By Gordon Coe. During the bloodiest years of WWII, British intelligence was determined to defeat the Axis powers by any means necessary. As part of Operation British Columbia, the Allied forces amassed sixteen thousand highly trained homing pigeons and dropped them in an arc across Nazi-occupied Europe. Coe opens a fascinating new chapter in the annals of WWII history. 16 pages of photos. 334 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. *$12.95*

See more titles at erhbc.com/814
**Air Combat & Aircraft**

- **2952343 A6M ZERO-SEN ACES 1940-42: Aircraft of the Aces 137.** By Nicholas Millman. This book contains a detailed account of the history of the Mitsubishi A6M Zero-sen aircraft and the role it played in the early years of World War II. It includes photographs and technical drawings of the aircraft's various models.

- **379988 MORANE SAULNIER MS.406/1C: France 1940.** By Bartolomej M. This book covers the history of the Morane Saulnier MS.406, a French fighter aircraft developed and manufactured by Morane Saulnier in 1938. It provides information on the aircraft's design, performance, and operational history.

- **285564X COMBAT AIRCRAFT: The Legendary Models from World War II to the Present Day.** Text by Riccardo Niccoli. This book features a detailed examination of the most significant combat aircraft from World War II to the present day, including technical specifications and historical context.

- **9697576 HOW CARRIERS FUGHT: Carrier Operations in World War II.** By Langdon A. This book explores the role of aircraft carriers in World War II, detailing the tactics and strategies used by both sides.

- **3724072 DOGFIGHT OVER TOKYO: The Final Air Battle of the Pacific and the Last Four Men to Die in World War II.** By John Wukovits. This book focuses on the final air battles of World War II, focusing on the last four men to die in battle.

- **6756533 THE HORTEN HO 9/10 229: Retrospective.** By David Myhra. This book provides a detailed examination of the Horten Ho 9/10 229, a German experimental aircraft.

- **2951231 GERHARD FIESELER: The Man Behind the Storch.** By Nigel Holden. This book explores the life and career of Gerhard Fieseler, the designer of the Storch.

**DVD**

- **5759242 GERMANY BOMBERS: The Luftwaffe's Weakest Link.** By Thomas Newick. This DVD presents an overview of the German Luftwaffe's bomber fleet during World War II, including footage of actual missions and discussions with veterans.


**Paperback**

- **3735788 CARRIER AIRCRAFT, 1917-PRESENT: The Essential Aircraft Identification Guide.** By Thomas Newick. This book is a comprehensive guide to the world's carrier-based aircraft, covering their development and use.

- **2870312 ALARMSTART EAST: The German Fighter Pilot's Experience on the Eastern Front 1941-45.** By Patrick G. Eriksson. This book offers a first-person account of the experiences of a German fighter pilot on the Eastern Front during World War II.

- **2881284 SOUTH PACIFIC AIR WAR, VOLUME 1: The Fall of Rabaul, December 1941-March 1942.** By M. Claringbould & P. Ingram. This book details the events leading up to the battle of Rabaul and the subsequent fall of the Japanese stronghold.

- **3706872 SOUTH PACIFIC AIR WAR, VOLUME 2: The Struggle for Moresby March-April 1942.** By M. Claringbould & P. Ingram. This book covers the battle for Moresby and the subsequent struggle for control of the South Pacific.

**Hardcover**

- **2955907 NORTH AMERICAN X-15 ROCKET PLANE: Pilot’s Flight Operating Instructions.** By Robert A. Burtless. This book provides the flight manual for the North American X-15 rocket plane, including operating procedures and safety information.

- **6752388 AMERICA'S NAVY AND MARINE CORPS CORPS NOTEBOOK (World War II).** By Captain E. H. Dean. This book contains notes and observations made by a naval aviator during World War II.

**By & Company**

- **2951231 GERHARD FIESELER: The Man Behind the Storch.** By Nigel Holden. This book explores the life and career of Gerhard Fieseler, the designer of the Storch. It includes new research and insights into the designers and the aircraft's development.
2890764 JAGDGESCHWADER 5: The Luftwaffe’s JG 5 “Eismeerjäger” in World War II. By Werner Gribin. Created in January 1942, Jagdgeschwader 5 “Eismeerjäger” had a complicated operational history in the far northern theater of war. Not all of JG 5’s activities were limited to the Polar Sea Front, however, as is given in this detailed history of 306 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $45.00

2897913 THE EMPIRE STRIKES SOUTH: Japan’s Air War Against Northern Australia 1942-45. By Tom Lewis. Describes all of the aircraft used during this period, and gives an insight into the lives of the pilots and aircrews, with unit organization charts, color profiles, and period photographs. Nearly 200 Japanese aircrew died in the onslaught, their names listed in this resource. 207 pages. Avonmore Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95

2883509 LOCKHEED C-130 AND ITS VARIANTS, 1st Edition. By David Doyle. Presents the history, development, and career of this iconic aircraft. Published, the history and details of this icon aircraft are revealed. 112 pages. Schiffer.

2890791 TILTROTOR AIRCRAFT: An Illustrated History. By Alexander Lucke. Describes in superb pictures and text the fascinating genre of tiltrotor aircraft, which combine the mobility of rotor crafts with the speed of winged airplanes. Profiles a multitude of ships that took advantage of this style, offering a comprehensive look at their history, design, and more. 286 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $59.99

2902443 AIR WAR OVER PHILIPPINE TROOPING: Latin America @ War No. 7. By A. Tincopa & S. Rivas. During 1932, the occupation of the Colombian towns of Leticia and Tarapaca by Peruvian troops and operations of the Colombian air arm in these events, it tells how an outnumbered force of American F-66 Sabres, limited by range, decisively defeated its foe. 16 pages of photos. 318 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

2907031 GERMAN ELITE PATHFINDERS: KG 100 in Action. By Manfred Griehl. This profusely illustrated volume charts the rise and fall of the German Air Force from World War II-1939-1945. The KG 100 (Wiking) saw action throughout Europe and flew mission after mission against targets as diverse as Britain, Norway, the Suez Canal and Stalingrad. 72 pages. Periscope Film. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95

2907078 MESSERSCHMITT: Aircraft Since 1925. By Manfred Griehl. The Bf 109, designed in 1934, remains the most-produced fighter in history. The Me 209 broke the absolute air-speed record. The Me 262 was the first jet-powered aircraft in the world. This volume details all the Messerschmitt aircraft and its variants. Includes facts and figures associated with each plane. Fully illus., some color. 127 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

2923084 AIRWAY TO THE EAST: Doolittle’s Japanese Air Campaigns. By Robert J. M. Young. This book describes the beginnings of what became officially known as No.1 Aerial Route which was in the newly formed Royal Air Force’s desire to destroy several squadrons of the Japanese Imperial Air Force. This Japanese bomber, the Handler Page 400, to the war in the Middle East. Well illus., some in color. 244 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95

2949542 CORSAIR: Vought’s F4U in World War II and Korea. By David Doyle. Doyle gives a full account of their contrasting missions, with J. Yellin. Tells the incredible true story of one of the greatest and most compelling fighter aircraft of World War II. The Corsair was the first true “jet-age” fighter and one of the most thrilling survival epics. Illus. 307 pages. Schiffer.

2953041 SABRES OVER MIG ALLEY: Korea’s First Jet War in Air Superiority. By I. H. Laver. This is the story of the first jet versus jet war, the largest in number of victories and losses, and one of the few military bright spots for the United States in the Korean War. It tells how an outnumbered force of American F-66 Sabres, limited by range, decisively defeated its foe. 16 pages of photos. 318 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

2960842 AIR WAR OVER PHILIPPINE TROOPING: The Philippines @ War No. 7. By A. Tincopa & S. Rivas. During 1932, the occupation of the Colombian towns of Leticia and Tarapaca by Peruvian troops and operations of the Colombian air arm in these events, it tells how an outnumbered force of American F-66 Sabres, limited by range, decisively defeated its foe. 16 pages of photos. 318 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95

2970608 F6F HELLCAT: Grumman’s Ace Maker in World War II. By David Doyle. Through carefully researched photos, many never before published, the history and details of this iconic airplane are revealed. 112 pages. Schiffer.

2970699 P-47 THUNDERBOLT: Republic’s Mighty “Jug” in World War II. By David Doyle. Large, clear photos, coupled with descriptive and informative captions, puts the reader on the airfield and in the sky with this historic aircraft. 112 pages. Schiffer.

29824244 P-51 MUSTANG, VOL. 1: North American’s MK. I, A, B, C & D. By David Doyle. This is the story of the most famous fighter/bomber of World War II. By David Doyle. Presents the history of this aircraft through carefully researched archival photos, as well as photographs from surviving aircraft. These large, clear photos are coupled with descriptive and informative captions, puts the reader on the airfield and in the sky with this historic aircraft. 112 pages. Schiffer.

2990269 HUSSEIN’S ARABICA: Saddam’s Midget Bomber in World War II. By David Doyle. Offers the first in-depth examination of American air to ground attack, where four times as many pilots were lost than were against the Luftwaffe in aerial combat. Chronicles the first Doolittle’s Japanese Air Campaigns. By Robert J. M. Young. This book describes the beginnings of what became officially known as No.1 Aerial Route which was in the newly formed Royal Air Force’s desire to destroy several squadrons of the Japanese Imperial Air Force. This Japanese bomber, the Handler Page 400, to the war in the Middle East. Well illus., some in color. 244 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95. PRICE CUT to $7.95

2992633 B-26 MARAUDER: Martin’s Medium Bomber in World War II. By David Doyle. Even today the B-26 Marauder continues to look sleek and streamlined. This volume details its construction and explores the history of this widely used bomber. Large, clear photos, coupled with descriptive and informative captions, puts the reader on the airfield and in the sky with this historic aircraft. 112 pages. Schiffer.

2997609 P-47 THUNDERBOLT: Republic’s Mighty “Jug” in World War II. By David Doyle. Large, clear photos, coupled with descriptive and informative captions, puts the reader on the airfield and in the sky with this historic aircraft. 112 pages. Schiffer.

3042413 P-51 MUSTANG, VOL. 1: North American’s MK. I, A, B, C & D. By David Doyle. This is the story of the most famous fighter/bomber of World War II. By David Doyle. Presents the history of this aircraft through carefully researched archival photos, as well as photographs from surviving aircraft. These large, clear photos are coupled with descriptive and informative captions, puts the reader on the airfield and in the sky with this historic aircraft. 112 pages. Schiffer.

3050254 STRATOFORTRESS: Boeing’s Iconic Bomber from 1952 to the Present. By David Doyle. The history, design, and development of this iconic aircraft is presented in detail. Large, clear photos, coupled with informative captions, put the reader on the airfield and in the sky with this historic aircraft. 128 pages. Schiffer.
Air Combat & Aircraft

3728564 1973: The First Nuclear War. By I. Cooper & A. Emran. This title provides an in-depth insight into the Israeli efforts to prevent the deployment of Egyptian Scud missiles on the Port Said area which resulted in some of the most spectacular air to air and air to ground combat in history. Crucial new factors are given that determined the flow of the aerial warfare in October 1973. Well illus., some in color. 80 pages. Helion & Company. Ppb. at $29.95.

**3919643 THE MEN WHO KILLED THE LUFTWAFFE: The U.S. Army Air Forces Against Germany in World War II. By Jay A. Stout. By war's end, the Luftwaffe had been crushed, and the U.S. Army Air Forces had been reborn. This decisive blow that was telling the story of the striking transformation of our Air Force—one of the marvels of modern warfare—that enabled the U.S. to crush the air forces of the Third Reich. 80 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

2957855 MESSERSCHMITT BF 109 F. By Robert Peczkowski. The Messerschmitt BF 109 was the major single-seat fighter of the Luftwaffe throughout WWII, its iconic design went through many changes and developments, and remained a potent front-line fighter until the end of the war. The story of the BF 109 was told with major changes. How it changed during production from 1936 to 1941 is covered within. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. MMP Books. 8¼x11¼. Ppb. at $26.00.

2908190 TOPGUN: An American Story By Jeff Mellett. On the 50th anniversary of the creation of Topgun, the Navy fighter weapons school, its founder shares the remarkable inside story of how he and eight other risk takers revolutionized the art of aerial combat. Includes battle scenes, bird's eye views, high tech battle was fought by planners, pilots, and radar officers. 16 pages of photos, many in color. 80 pages. Helion & Company. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00.

.$28.00


.$32.00

2857865 BRISTOL F.2B FIGHTER: Polish Wings 22. By Tomasz J. Kopanski. The next volume in the popular Polish Wings series provides a glimpse at the Bristol F.2B Fighter, which the Polish Air Force chose to replace its obsolete fighters. Covers duty of these aircraft during Polish-Bolshevik war and early 1920s. Includes more than 150 photos, most color published, and many color photos. 80 pages. STRATUS. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.95.

.$7.95

2857626 263 SQUADRON: Gladiators over the Fjords. By Alex Crawford. This title follows the 263 Squadron Gladiators that took its Gladiators to Norway, not once but twice. Using official documents and first-hand accounts, the story of 263 Squadron is told in full detail. Well illus. 120 pages. STRATUS. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95.

.$7.95


.$17.95

285788X NORTHPROP F-5E & F-5F TIGER II. By Alexandre Guedes. Forty color profiles of the well known Northrop F-5E and F-5F Tiger II jet showing a variety of camouflage and markings of different units, includes aircraft delivered to the USA, Chile, Brazil and Mexico. 44 pages, MMP Books. 8¼x12. Ppb. at $32.00.

.$7.95

2873254 HAWAII'S TYPHON: TEMPEST: A Formidable Pair. By Philip Birtles. A comprehensive history of the all-metal stressed-skin structure Typhoon, powered by the revolutionary Napier Sabre engine and the much improved Tempest, which used the same engine and basic airframe but included aircraft delivered to the USA. 224 pages. Amber. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95.

.$17.95

6835317 NORTH AMERICAN XB-70 VALKYRIE. By Peter E. Davies. The Valkyrie had a brief, costly decade of experimental life, but it proved the continuing value of developing manned bombers. Using full color artwork and rigorous analysis, this is the complete story of the ultimate U.S. Cold War military x-plane. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00.

.$11.95

2808910 TOPGUN: An American Story By Jeff Mellett. On the 50th anniversary of the creation of Topgun, the Navy fighter weapons school, its founder shares the remarkable inside story of how he and eight other risk takers revolutionized the art of aerial combat. This is a heartfelt and personal testimony to patriotism, sacrifice, and American innovation during the most trying years. Includes 305 pages. Hachette. Ppb. at $28.00.

.$17.95

6990818 OPERATION LINEBACKER II 1972: Air Campaign 6. By Marshall L. Michel III. Explains how this fierce, high tech battle was fought by planners, pilots, and radar officers on both sides, and how the intense air battle changed the tenor of the war. The story of the Linebacker II campaign was told with major changes. How it changed during production from 1936 to 1941 is covered within. Fully illus. in color. 199 pages. Eagle Editions. 8¼x11. Ppb. at $39.00.

.$19.95

$28.00

2850587 DODGHTY: Military Aircraft Compared from World War I to the Present Day. By R. Jackson & J. Winchester. Showcases the world's greatest military aircraft, from the biplanes of WWII to the latest Advanced Tactical Fighters. Includes aircraft helicopters, reconnaissance and transport planes. Also covers how the changing roles of combat and combat missions. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Amber. 9x11½. Ppb. at $29.95.

.$19.95

2857766 GLOSTER GAUNTLET: Orange Series No. 8118. By Alex Crawford. This volume offers a complete and comprehensive historical survey of the Gloster Gauntlet, and service of the plane, plus scale plans, photographs, and drawings from pre-war technical manuals and walk-around color views of the plane in service. 80 pages. MMP Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95.

.$9.95

2857761 GLOSTER GAUNTLET: Orange Series No. 8118. By Alex Crawford. This volume offers a complete and comprehensive historical survey of the Gloster Gauntlet, and service of the plane, plus scale plans, photographs, and drawings from pre-war technical manuals and walk-around color views of the plane in service. 80 pages. MMP Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95.

.$9.95

.$24.95

2807258 FOCKE-WULF FW 200: Air War Archive. By Chris Goss. Reviews the history of the Focke-Wulf Fw 200 Condor, which was widely used as the base of operations for whose pilots could carry passengers across the Atlantic, and after the outbreak of war soon became the Luftwaffe's principal long-range maritime reconnaissance aircraft. Fully illus. 156 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95.

.$17.95

.$17.95

2908191 TOPGUN: An American Story By Jeff Mellett. On the 50th anniversary of the creation of Topgun, the Navy fighter weapons school, its founder shares the remarkable inside story of how he and eight other risk takers revolutionized the art of aerial combat. This is a heartfelt and personal testimony to patriotism, sacrifice, and American innovation during the most trying years. Includes 305 pages. Hachette. Ppb. at $28.00.

.$17.95

2857846 AVIATION HISTORICAL SOCIETY: List of Members of the AH Society. By John Gaiter. The list is new and complete. 375 members. 32 pages. MMP Books. 8¼x12. Ppb. at $24.00.

.$17.95

$29.95

$29.95

$17.95

$17.95

$24.95

$17.95

$24.95

$24.95

$24.95

$29.95

$24.95
The young pilots and navigators who carried out daring operations and place them in the context of a war that was fought in full color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.00

Tony Holmes. The account of machines of war pitted against each other—the bitterly contested aerial engagements between the U.S. Navy’s legendary fighter, is a fitting tribute to the “Big Four” of World War II, Vol. 3. By Martin W. Bowman. One of Britain’s leading aviation authors takes us into the climaxes of the daylight bomber war, a period that saw the Eighth Air Force lose 1,500 bombers and huge fleets of bombers penetrate further into the diminishing Third Reich. 32 pages of photos, some color. 255 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $34.95

 PRICE CUT to $7.95

DE HAVILLAND MOSQUITO, VOL. II, ON THE PARADES OF WARFARE. By Ron Mackay. This volume covers the night fighter and fighter-bomber variants of the deadly multirole Mosquito, from its original bomber and photographic reconnaissance function to that of a night fighter and fighter-bomber configuration, was initiated by the latent threat of the renewal of the 1940-41 blitz. Full color. 112 pages. Schiffer.

 PRICE CUT to $11.95

BATTLEFIELD BOMBERS: Deep Sea Attack. By Martin W. Bowman. Featuring a wide-ranging selection of experiences of British and Commonwealth Bomber Command aircrew during WWII, the book delves into deep research and uncovers a range of events that occurred within this time-frame. The unsparing narratives convey the sense of purpose that these men felt employed in some of the most dangerous operations of the war. 32 pages of photos. 206 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

 PRICE CUT to $19.95

HEINKEL HE 177 UNITS OF THE 1ST and 2ND SECTIONS OF IBG, 1942-45. By Peter Caygill. The Meteor is remembered as the first British fighter to exceed the speed of sound. It was powered by the Merlin engine and had a maximum speed of 393 mph. The book contains over 200 pages of photographs and diagrams, tracing the development of the Meteor from its conception to its eventual retirement in 1945. Full color. 255 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $34.95

 PRICE CUT to $5.95

AIR WAR D-DAY, VOLUME 1: THE BUILD UP. By Martin W. Bowman. This volume includes a multitude of military and civilian accounts of the aerial operations that were carried out on D-Day. These accounts tell of the build-up, the planning, the logistics, and the logistical support. The book is full of fascinating stories of extraordinary courage. These human stories supplement the facts and offer a more personalized view of D-Day. 190 pages of photos. 196 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

 PRICE CUT to $16.95

EARLY JET FIGHTER IMAGES: Of War. By Leo Marriott. In almost 200 archive photographs, Marriott traces the course of development of British and American jet fighters during the first pioneering decade of their production. The range of images, from the early prototypes to the polished and fully formed versions, covers the years 1941 to 1951. Each image is accompanied by a description of the aircraft, its role, and its place in the history of aviation. 336 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $49.95

 PRICE CUT to $24.95

THE “EASY” BOYS: The Story of a Bomber Flight. By Martin W. Bowman. This volume covers the night fighter and fighter-bomber variants of the deadly multirole Mosquito, from its original bomber and photographic reconnaissance function to that of a night fighter and fighter-bomber configuration, was initiated by the latent threat of the renewal of the 1940-41 blitz. Full color. 112 pages. Schiffer.

 PRICE CUT to $11.95

THE 5TH FIGHTER COMMAND IN WORLD WAR II, VOL. 3. By Martin W. Bowman. Following his first two volumes describing the day by day history of the 5th Fighter Command in the Pacific, Bowman has turned his attention to the Pacific theater of operations. This third volume covers the period from January 1944 to the end of the war. Full color. 352 pages. Oxford. Pub. at $59.95

 PRICE CUT to $29.95

Notable Military Units

Paperback. Pub. at $18.00

3787931 M29 WEASEL TRACKED CARRIAGE & VARIANTS: Images of War. By David Brown. Offers a comprehensive overview of the development, and a detailed look at the deployment, and the machines themselves, of these iconic, all-terrain vehicles used in counter-vehicle and anti-submarine warfare during WWII, and again deployed in Korea, by the French in Vietnam, and numerous outposts during the Cold War. Well illus., many in color. 146 pages. $29.95

3789383 SKYBOLT: At Arm’s Length. By Nicholas Hill. In 1939, the RAF decided to participate in the American Skybolt air-launched ballistic missile program. Skybolt was canceled by Secretary of Defense, Robert McNamara which brought a crisis in Anglo-American relations, only resolved when the UK obtained Polaris on acceptable terms. 16 pages. Photos. 272 pages. Fonthill. Pub. at $22.00

DVD 6747019 ARSENAL OF ASSAULT. Step into the top-secret world of U.S. military weapon development with this explosive collection. Each of six astounding Military Channel programs examines the cutting-edge technology behind the world’s high art, armed specialists in creative and destructive vehicles and weaponry ever devised. SDH. Over 5 hours on two DVDs. Image Entertainment. Pub. at $3.95

3788640 WEAPONS OF WAR: New Book & Projects. Presents 20 incredible historical films with actual wartime footage. Covers weapons such as the Destroyo; Sea Mines; Anti-Submarine Warfare; Guided Missiles; Laser Technology; Bombs; Bomb, and more. These wartime weapons and projectiles were used in WWII, the Korean War, Vietnam, and Desert Storm. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. Tips & Techniques Entertainment. Pub. at $14.95

3779823 A HIGHER FORM OF KILLING: The Secret History of Chemical and Biological Warfare. By R. Harris & J. Paxman. Opens with the first devastating battlefield use of lethal gas in World War I, followed by a detailed history of biological weapons during World War II and in the decades afterward as well as the inhumane experiments conducted to test their effectiveness. 362 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00

3770206 BROWNING AUTOMATIC RIFLE, CALIBER .30, M1918 WITHOUT BIPOD FIELD MANUAL. By War Department. Created in 1940, this field manual reveals a great deal about the M1918’s design and capabilities. Intended as a field manual for the military, it details its assembly, accessories and much more. Illus. 227 pages. Periscope Film. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

3755990 SMALL ARMS: The Essential Weapons Identification Guide. By Martin J. Dougherty. A detailed guide to infantry weapons since 1945 for both the modeler and the military enthusiast. Traces the history of small arms from the end of WWII to the present, including weapons used in the Korean War, Vietnam War, the Arab-Israeli wars, the Gulf War, and current conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

3735982 SMALL ARMS 1914-45: The Essential Weapons Identification Guide. By Michael E. Haseloff. A detailed guide to infantry weapons since 1914 for both the modeler and the military enthusiast. Traces the history of small arms from the beginning of WWI to the end of WWII, including weapons used in trench warfare, the Spanish Civil War, the Eastern Front and the Pacific Theatre. Fully illus., most in color. 224 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

3735974 RIFLES & MUSKETS: From 1450 To The Present Day. By Michael E. Haseloff. A detailed guide to infantry weapons since 1945 for both the modeler and the military enthusiast. Traces the history of small arms from the end of WWII to the present, including weapons used in the Korean War, Vietnam War, the Arab-Israeli wars, the Gulf War, and current conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95


3718425 SAS FROM WORLD WAR II TO THE GULF WAR. By Peter Darman. Fully illus., maps, plans. 289 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $29.95


2802384 BLACK OPS: 2-Disc Special Edition. Go Behind the Scenes of a Fully Armed, Fully Equipped SAS Unit. Pub. at $19.95


2858010 WELLINGTON’S RED JACKETs. By Steve Brown. 290 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $49.95


6716229 NUCLEAR WEAPONS: Operations Manual. By David Baker. The story of how the nuclear arms race took off and proliferated, how the weapons were designed, and the problems necessary to build them. includes over 300 illustrations, including cutaway diagrams, charts and images of nuclear weapons and tests. 196 pages. Hayes. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $36.95

6877108 THE ART OF THE JAPANESE SWORD: The Craftsman, Swordmaking and Its Appreciation, By Leon & Hiroko Kapp et al. Offers a comprehensive view of the making, finishng and appreciation of Japanese blades. By gaining a good understanding of how modern craftsmen use completely traditional methods from the past to prepare their steel, forge the sword, and create the unique hardened edge, readers will be able to appreciate the Japanese sword more fully. Illus. fully color. 256 pages. Tuttle. 9½x12¼. Paperback. Pub. at $44.95

6855279 THE CROSSBOW: Weapon 61. By Mike Loades. Weapon expert Mike Loades traces the origins, development, evolution and combat record of the crossbow, and describes the formidable projectile weapon that played a key role in a host of battles and sieges across Europe and Asia. Well illus., many in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00

3770303 3.5-INCH ROCKET LAUNCHER “SUPER BLOOD” FALCON II. Introduced by the U.S. Army in 1961, this field manual reveals a great deal about the 3.5 inch rocket launcher M20A1 and M20A1B1’s design and capabilities. Intended as a manual for those charged with operation and maintenance, it details many aspects of its controls, ammunition and sighting equipment. Well illus. 80 pages. Periscope Film. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95


2968215 HISTORY OF THE MAUSER RIFLE IN CHILE: Mauser Chileno Modelo 1903-2014. By Steven J. Zaloga. This volume presents the design, production, and evolution of Chile’s most famous and feared combat rifle. From theGetzen-designed Mark II to the lovely Type III Mauser, this volume traces nearly every weapon currently in"
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**6928927** THE ROCKETS AND MISSILES OF WHITE SANDS PROVING GROUND 1945-1958. By Gregory P. Kennedy. Chronicles major activities at a testing center for rockets and guided missiles in south central New Mexico. The Army, Navy, and Air Force tested missiles at the desert installation. Details the development and tests for such missiles at Härém, Corporal, Nike Ajax, Sergeant Honest John, and Viking. Well illus. 166 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $45.00. *$19.95*

**291565** ARMS AND ARMOUR OF INDIANS, LINGA, LANCAS, TELAMS, Decors, Decoration and Symbolism. By Rainer Reddy. This lavishly illustrated resource tells the story of the long martial history of the peoples of India. Highlights the development of metalwork, their decorative traditions, and their sacred beliefs in this informative volume. 388 pages. Hal Publications. *$60.00*.

**287202X** WEAPONS OF THE VIKING WARRIOR: Weapon 66. By Gareth Williams. Drawing upon contemporary literary and historical accounts from the North Atlantic to the Arab world, surviving examples of weapons and armors, and archaeological excavations and reconstructions by modern weapon-smiths and re-enactors, this study casts new light on how Viking weapons were made and used in the color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. *$22.00*.

**6943306** THE FN MAG MACHINE GUN—M249, LT, AND OTHER VARIANTS: Weapon 102. By Dragan J. Dugic. This detailed study explores the origins, development, combat use, and legacy of the FN MAG machine gun, a key weapon in its field for more than a half-century. Well illus., mostly in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. *$20.00*.

**2792605** MODERN SMALL ARMS: 300 of the World's Greatest Small Arms. By Chris McNab. This comprehensive guide includes full descriptions, weight, mismatches, and range details for each weapon along with its development history and career. Includes an index for easy reference. Fully illus. in color. 320 pages. Amboy. Paperbound. *$14.75*.

**282397** THE BARRETT RIFLE-SNIPING AND ANTI-MATERIEL RIFLES IN THE WAR ON TERROR: Weapon 45. By Chris McNab. Delivers a thorough and in-depth analysis of the Barrett M82A1, one of the most successful sniper rifles ever manufactured. Heavily illustrated with contemporary photographs, artwork, and examples. The Barrett displays the remarkable versatility of this widely adopted firearm. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. *$20.00*.


**2918668** WEAPONS OF WAR. Compiled by L. Lynn & P Murray. 162 pages. Hodder. 10½x12¼. *$5.95*.


**29124X** MEDIEVAL COMBAT IN COLOUR. By Hans Talhofer. 319 pages. Greenwich. 9x6x6. Paperbound. *$34.95*.


**2897795** MEDIEVAL CASTLES. By C. Creighton & R. Higham. Offers an accessible and portable guide to the archeology and architecture of medieval castles. Includes an analysis of an area whose castles had some common development in the medieval period and now provides numerous sites to study and visit. Well illus. in color. 72 pages. Paperbound. *$13.95*.

**2844537** HADRAN'S WALL: Operations Manual. By Simon Forty. Traces the concept, construction and purpose of the wall, how it was built, who worked on it and lived on and around it. Two chapters are devoted to a detailed analysis of the 14 Roman mile in detail, helped by aerial photography that gives an unprecedented bird’s-eye view of the wall’s position in the landscape. 165 pages. Haynes. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $29.95. *$21.95*.

**6990567** FORTS: An Illustrated Compendium of Maritime Fortifications. By Jeremy Black. Throughout history, humans have built all kinds of fortifications to protect themselves against attack. Using a stunning array of photographs, this book discusses how these structures were built and what happened to them. Black outlines the history of fortifications and shows how their design has adapted to the changing technology of war. 224 pages. Osprey. 11¼x11¼. Pub. at $30.00. *$27.95*.

**2879840** CASTRUM TO CASTLE: Classical to Medieval Fortifications in the Lands of the Western Roman Empire. By J.E. & H.W. Kaufmann. This scholarly illustrated new study of medieval fortification, focusing on the age of castles and fortresses that were built during outbreak of warfare. An outstanding resource for understanding a period of history when cities and castles shaped military thinking. Well illus., mostly in color. 278 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95. *$29.95*.

**3717828** CASTLE TO FORTESS: Medieval to Post-Medieval Fortifications in the Lands of the Former Roman Empire. By J.E. & H.W. Kaufmann. This highly illustrated study of medieval fortification, focusing on the age of castles and fortresses that were built during outbreak of warfare. An outstanding resource for understanding a period of history when cities and castles shaped military thinking. Well illus., mostly in color. 278 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95. *$29.95*.


**3762459** THE GREAT WALL AT SEA, SECOND EDITION: China's Navy in the Twenty-First Century. By Bernard D. Ingalls. This comprehensive account of the Navy focuses on the territorial and economic interests, which include the East and South China Seas and which also hold significant implications for the Indian Ocean and, indeed, for the global maritime picture. Photos. 322 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $24.95. *$19.95*.

**2880900** CHINA'S FUTURE NUCLEAR SUBMARINE FORCE. By Andrew S. Schrader. Drawing on a collection of recent open-source information this book presents the latest thinking of leading experts on the emergence of a modern nuclear submarine fleet in China. Each contribution is packed with authoritative data and cogent analysis. This volume is essential reading for anyone interested in China’s foreign and defense policies. 412 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $46.95. *$35.00*.

**3762734** THE MOST GALLANTY. The U.S. and Royal Navies at the War of 1812. By Allen D. Nevins. Offers a balanced appraisal of the war on the high seas, taking into account the strategies pursued by both the American and British navies and how the leadership from each side assessed the situation. Fully illus. in color. 385 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $39.95. *$29.95*.

**3734897** THE NAVY COMPANION: An Illustrated Compendium of Maritime Terms and Traditions. By Cedric W. Windas. Discover true meaning of the pirate’s skull and crossbones flag, why a ship’s lookout station is called the “crow’s nest” and the origin of several nautical terms. Hundreds of black and white illustrations show the world and throughout history offer fascinating insights into nautical ways. 158 pages. Dover. 8¼x10¼. Paperbound. *$14.95*.

**2994015** NAVAL INNOVATION ON THE FIRST CENTURY: Lessons from the War of 1812 Since the End of the Cold War. By Robert Buder. A narrative account of the Office of Naval Research’s efforts to respond to the transformation of warfare amid increasing pressure to focus on programs directly relevant to national security. Naval Aviators, sailors, and foreign navies sacrificed their pursuit of fundamental science that the organization helped pioneer. 273 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $24.95. *$16.95*.

**3731529** OLD IRONSIDES: Eagle of the Sea—The Story of the U.S. Constitution. By David Fitz-Enz. This is the story of the oldest warship afloat in the world, the venerable frigate U.S.S. Constitution, the cornerstone of the nascent American Navy created by an act of Congress in 1794. The author tells the complete story of the ship, from its construction to the ongoing restoration efforts that keep it active today. Illus. 280 pages. Taylor. *$13.95*.
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2910667 CIVIL WARS: A History in Ideas. By David Armitage. Ideas of what civil war is and what it has not been and a long contested history from the conflict origins in republican Rome to in debates in modern Europe down to the present day, Armitage delivers a unique perspective on the dynamics of a phenomenon still shaping our world. 349 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95

2979124 SOLDIERS: A Global History of the Fighting Man, 1800-1945. By John A. Haymond. Highlights the common threads that run through every soldier no matter the war, no matter the army, no matter the nationality. Haymond examines the experiences that shaped soldiers across time and space, drawing heavily from firsthand accounts. 16 pages of photos. 481 pages. Stackpole. PRICE CUT to $13.95


6886450 BATTLESHIP YAMATO: Of War, Beauty and Irony. By Jan Morris. Well illus., some in color. 112 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95


2979124 SOLDIERS: A Global History of the Fighting Man, 1800-1945. By John A. Haymond. Highlights the common threads that run through every soldier no matter the war, no matter the army, no matter the nationality. Haymond examines the experiences that shaped soldiers across time and space, drawing heavily from firsthand accounts. 16 pages of photos. 481 pages. Stackpole. PRICE CUT to $13.95

2912165 BATTLEFIELD PANORAMAS: From the Siege of Stirling to D-Day. By Vernon Barlow. A complete text explaining the background to each battle scene. Ambrose presents what amounts to a visual record of the entire history of warfare. Beginning with the siege of Troy, he leads us through decades of historical battles, ending with the 1956 Hungarian uprising. 144 pages. History Press. 1009/2. Pub. at $35.95

2909385 MAPS OF WAR: Mapping Conflict Through the Centuries. By Jerome Agel. From the nineteenth century onwards, military commanders and strategists began to map the wars in which they were involved, and later, to use mapping to plan the progress of a conflict. This volume covers the history of the mapping of war on land and shows the way in which maps provide a guide to the history of war. Fully illus., most in color. 224 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $50.00

6967132 GLADIATORS: From Spartacus to Spitfires—One-on-One Combat Through the Ages. By Ben Hubbard. Around 180 CE, gladiators entertained audiences by fighting to the death in Roman amphitheaters. This study explores the development of gladiatorial combat and the role of the gladiator in Roman society. 349 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95


2870194 WAR STORIES: From the Charge of the Light Brigade to the Battle of the Bulge and Beyond. By P. Snow & A. MacMillan. 16 pages of photos, some color. 344 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95


2922635 ARMY OF THE WEST: The Weekly Reports of German Army Group B from Normandy to the West Wall. Ed. by James A. Wood. In May 1944, German Army Group B began compiling weekly reports on the campaign in Normandy, including summaries of combat activities, estimates of Allied strength, casualty figures, and descriptions of civilian resistance. These reports chronicle the Allied assault from the Germans’ point of view. Photos. 265 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95

2771822 PICTURES OF THE GREAT WAR. By F. Hadley & M. Rigler. Published in association with The Historical Museum of the Great War, Peronne, France, this volume presents 200 full-color photographs of the Great War, Peronne, France, this volume presents 200 full-color photographs of the Great War, Peronne, France, this volume presents 200 full-color photographs of the Great War. Germany, Italy, and Russia. Classic designs cover recruitment, soldiering, the enemy, the family, and more. 160 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

4271117 THE ART OF WAR. By Sun Tzu. Ed. by J. Howard. The definitive translation of the seminal military treatise, with an introduction by a noted Sun Tzu scholar. 207 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $24.95


2928373 BAYONETS AND SCIMITARS: Arms, Armies and the Interwar Years. Ed. by Tim Newark. Among the most heroic. This history, told in words and images is sure to appeal to all wargaming enthusiasts and, more generally, to all those interested in the history of warfare. 127 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


2874076 MERCHANT SAILORS AT WAR 1943-1945—BEATING THE U-BOAT: Images of War. By Philip Kaplan. The Corvettes were among the quietest and most uncomfortable of the ships, and their crews were undeniably amongst the most heroic. This history, told in words and images is sure to appeal to all wargaming enthusiasts and, more generally, to all those interested in the history of warfare. 127 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

6834111 BATTLESHIPS: The First Big Guns. By Philip Kaplan. Vessels featured in this pictorial history include the HMS Warspite, Malaya, the battlecruiser Dreadnought, the aircraft carrier Eagle, the battleship HMS Royal Oak, the cruiser Prinz Eugen, the battlecruiser Hood, the American Missouri, the German Bismarck; and many others. 144 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

2872805 PHOTOGRAPHERS OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR, From the Wehrmacht to the U.S. Army. By Brooke S. Blau. This classic volume covers the story of an entire generation. Well illus., most color. 123 pages. Hoover Institute Press. 11/14/94. Pub. at $39.95

2873581 THE AMERICANS FROM NORMANDY TO THE GERMAN BORDER, August 1944–May 1945: Images of War. By Brooke S. Blau. This classic volume takes up the story of the massive U.S. contribution to the campaign in North West Europe, from the autumn of 1944 to early 1945. With his superb collection of images and grasp of the historic significance of the actions described, Blau’s latest work will be appreciated by all with an interest in the final stages of WWII. 204 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95

6905439 TRUCKS OF THE WEHRMACHT: German Trucks of WWII. By Reinhard Frank. Hundreds of period photographs and captions chronicle the German vehicles used by the Wehrmacht supply organization including Borgward, Büssing-NA G, Daimler-Benz, DAF, Fiat, Ford, Henschel, Opel, Magirus, MAN, and many others. 207 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $24.95


2744246 THE SECOND WORLD WAR ILLUSTRATED: The First Year, 1939-1940. By Jack Holroyd. The first volume in this series featuring photographs from each year of the Second World War covers the contributory factors that led up to the outbreak of hostilities. 280 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95
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Spies & Espionage

2968967 UP AGAINST THE WALL: The KGB and Latvia. By Vincent Hunt. This book "presents eyewitness accounts of Latvia's KGB years, from the partisan resistance, Cold War spying missions and grandmothers and children dying lonely deaths in subzero gulags, to the human rights activists, the brave men and women of 1991 and the 27 year wait for the secrets of the Soviet times to be made public with the opening of the "Cheka Bags," 32 pages of photos. 346 pages. Helion & Company. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

371540X BLACK SITE: The CIA in the Post-9/11 World. By Phil Mudd. The former director of the CIA Counterterrorism Center presents a full, never-before-told story of the controversial "Program" adopted after the 9/11 attack, directly addressing how far– Image


3713245 MADE IN AMERICA: The CIA and the Making of Modern Britain. By Sy Hersh. A gripping narrative of the secret projects and, much to the chagrin of President John F. Kennedy, raced to be the first to document them from the inside. Mitchell shares that thrilling Cold War narrative here. Photos. 382 pages. Crown. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95

2813335 THE PINKS: The First Women Detectives, Operatives, and Spies with the Pinkerton National Detective Agency. By Chris Enns. The true stories of Kate Warne--an operative of the Pinkerton Agency and the first woman detective in America--and the other women who served to counter as part of the storied crew of crime fighters are not well known. Enns will change that with this fascinating volume. Illus. 170 pages. TwoDot. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95

3713814 LINCOLN'S SPIES: Their Secret War to Save a Nation. By Douglas Waller. In the shadows of the Civil War a conflict raged out of sight, the war of dangerous espionage, covert operations, and tangled intrigue. From the tense days before Lincoln's inauguration in 1861 to Lee's surrender at Appomattox in 1865, the author delivers a riveting account of the espionage leaders on both sides and the heroes and the scoundrels who served their country as secret agents. The Union. 16 pages of photos. 594 pages. S&S. PRICE CUT TO $21.95


SOLD OUT


$2.95

SOLD OUT

2813335 THE SKRIPAL FILES: The Life and Near Death of Russia's Spy. By Mark Urban. 16 pages of photos. 642 pages. Collins. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95


$4.95

Cold War

3716945 KRUSHCHEV'S COLD WAR: The Inside Story of an American Adversary. By Hans Kutscher. The former architect of the authors' univided access to Politburo and Soviet intelligence materials, this acclaimed study provides a gripping history of the crisis years of the Cold War. This brings to life head to head confrontations between the mercurial Soviet premier Nikita Khrushchev and Presidents Eisenhower and Kennedy. 16 pages of photos. 670 pages. Norton. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

Military Leaders

293336 HANNIBAL'S OATH: The Life and Wars of Rome's Greatest Enemy. By John Frenye. A epic account of a monarchic and tragic life. The story of an ancient leader who overcame the elements of nature, beat the odds against survival, and won every battle he fought in Europe, even though he only lived for 29 years. In the end, 16 pages of photos. 287 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00 $5.95


863563 THE GENERALS: American Military Command from World War II to Today. By Thomas E. Rick. Here, we meet great leaders and some of the greatest generals, who rose to the occasion and those who failed themselves and their soldiers. It is ultimately a story about the transmission of values, about strategic thinking, and about the difference between an organization that learns and one that fails. Photos. 359 pages. Random. Pub. at $44.95 $19.95

689426 THE WILL TO WIN: The Life of General James A. Van Fleet. By Paul F. Braim. Gen. James Van Fleet led American and allied forces to battlefield victory during a distinguished career that spanned World War II, The Cold War and earned him four stars. Van Fleet's success was in inspiring his men with the will to win. He was one of our truly great military leaders. Includes 15 pages of photos. 419 pages. Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $6.95

393155 LINCOLN'S LIEUTENANTS: The High Command of the Army of the Potomac. By Stephen W. Sears. A multilayered group biography of the commanders who led the Army of the Potomac through victories and defeats, a triumphant victory at Appomattox. Sears between these courageous, determined officers, who rose through the ranks and led from the front, to life. Photos. 884 pages. HMH. Pub. at $38.95 $29.95

686304 CHESTY: The Story of Lieutenant General Lewis B. Puller, USMC. By Jon T. Hoffman. Presents the definitive biography of the greatest of all U.S. Marine heroes. Offers an objective view of Puller's career and his contributions to the Corps, stretching away much of the myth that has encircled his name. 16 pages of photos. 629 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $12.95


370832 IN THE SHADOWS OF VICTORY. By Thomas D. Phillips. Illustrates 25 of America's unsung battlefield commanders, leaders who earned triumph and helped forge the Army of the Potomac's victories, and finally the defeat of Appomattox. Sears between these courageous, determined officers, who rose through the ranks and led from the front, to life. Photos. 884 pages. HMH. Pub. at $38.95 $29.95

373206 THE LAST YEARS OF ROBERT E. LEE. By Douglas Savage. This is the last volume in the Pulitzer Prize-winning history of the Civil War. It describes the events leading to Lee's surrender at Appomattox. Rather than retreating bitterly from life, Lee sought to heal the nation, even meeting with President Grant after the surrender. Illus. 330 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95 $6.95

373206 THE LAST YEARS OF ROBERT E. LEE. By Douglas Savage. This is the last volume in the Pulitzer Prize-winning history of the Civil War. It describes the events leading to Lee's surrender at Appomattox. Rather than retreating bitterly from life, Lee sought to heal the nation, even meeting with President Grant after the surrender. Illus. 330 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95 $6.95

372136 VALENTINE BAKER'S HEROIC STAND AT TASHKESSEN 1877. By Frank J. Jastrzembski. An examination of the events leading to Baker's dismissal from the British Army, his emotionally vexing prison sentence and his subsequent exile to the Ottoman Army. The author provides a fresh and innovative angle on the American Soldier's role in the China-Russia War and the Chinese Civil War. Includes 150 pages of photos & maps. 209 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

285984 ENEMIES, FOREIGN & DOMESTIC: A SEAL'S Story. By Carl Higbie with B. Cano. As a member of the Navy SEAL assault team that captured Osama bin Laden in the Middle East, Higbie and his fellow members were brought to court martial, because the prisoners claimed he had been beaten. When Higbie's appeal was heard, the court ruled that this is what had happened, the Navy fought him tooth and nail—but won. 210 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $24.99 $4.95


377125 AN EYE IN THE SKY: The Royal Flying Corps and Royal Air Force Career of Air Commodore Henry George Crowe. By Bob Cossey. The biography of Henry Crowe whose career encompassed time as an infantryman with the Royal Irish Regiment during the Boer War, an observer of the RFC and flying RAF, a pilot in Ireland at the time of the Irish War of Independence, a photographic officer and flight commander in Iraq, and Commanding Officer of Nos. 23 and 74 Squadrons. Works 407 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $49.95 $21.95


297010 SEARCHING FOR AMERICA: The Life and Mysterious Death of Admiral William D. Leahy, Roosevelt's Chief of Staff. By Ben W. Foard. The story of a key figure of the U.S. Navy, who served in every war since Vietnam, from Korea to the Cold War, to the Blackhawk Down conflict, to the Gulf War, and had a distinguished career in the U.S. Army, during World War II. Includes 150 pages of photos & maps. 414 pages. Center Street. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $6.95


2906344 ATTILA THE HUN: Arch-Enemy of Rome. By Ian Kelly. The story of Attila the Hun, who rose to the Hunnic kingdom around 434 and dominated European history for the next two decades. Integrates this narrative with the rise of the Hunnic Empire, the reasons for the Hun's military success, and relations between the Hunns and the two halves of the Roman Empire. Illus. 280 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $29.95 $12.95

297134 WINNING ARMAGEDDON: Curtis LeMay and Strategic Air Command, 1948-1957. By Trevor Albertson. Provides definition to an all too misunderstood figure of the Cold War, Gen. Curtis E. LeMay, and tells the story of his advocacy for preemptive nuclear strikes while leading the U.S. Air Force's Strategic Air Command (SAC). LeMay's accomplishments highlighted his practical nature. Photos. 270 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

377125 AN EYE IN THE SKY: The Royal Flying Corps and Royal Air Force Career of Air Commodore Henry George Crowe. By Bob Cossey. The biography of Henry Crowe whose career encompassed time as an infantryman with the Royal Irish Regiment during the Boer War, an observer of the RFC and flying RAF, a pilot in Ireland at the time of the Irish War of Independence, a photographic officer and flight commander in Iraq, and Commanding Officer of Nos. 23 and 74 Squadrons. Works 407 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $49.95 $21.95

377125 AN EYE IN THE SKY: The Royal Flying Corps and Royal Air Force Career of Air Commodore Henry George Crowe. By Bob Cossey. The biography of Henry Crowe whose career encompassed time as an infantryman with the Royal Irish Regiment during the Boer War, an observer of the RFC and flying RAF, a pilot in Ireland at the time of the Irish War of Independence, a photographic officer and flight commander in Iraq, and Commanding Officer of Nos. 23 and 74 Squadrons. Works 407 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $49.95 $21.95
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